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Abstract . 
In the Artificial Intelligence Research Laboratory at Otago University, we are interested in fundamental research on the 
nature of intelligence and in particular, how to develop a machine with original intentionality [ 12]. Our first step is to 
develop computational ideas about the humans perceptual processes. Our interests in applied research lie only in areas 
which overlap with our basic research and/or in areas which allow us to explore related fundamental issues. In this paper, 
we describe one such area of research jointly undertaken between members of the Laboratory and the Law Faculty. Our 
basic research goal is to develop a computational theory of natural language understanding and the applied research goal is 
to develop an intelligent system for use in the area of Family .Law. 

1 Introduction - Family Law 
We describe a research project on natural language 
understanding and law which was initiated over two years 
ago in the Artificial Intelligence Research Laboratory at 
Otago University. A chance meeting with Prof. Sutton1 
(of the Law Faculty) in a tramping trip on the Milford 
Track introduced us to a peculiar situation in the practice of 
Family Law in New Zealand. 

The Family Protection Act 1955 was drafted to ensure that 
people distribute their estate fairly upon death. A claim 
under this Act is brought by one or more plaintiffs who are 
asking for re-consideration of the distribution of an estate. 
If the claim is valid, an appropriate change is made to the 
deceased's will. For each case, the judge's oral history of 
the family involved and the decision reached is transcribed 
to produce a law case as a record of the decision (Figure 
12). 

Fei Low Chan of Dunedin, retired farmer, died on the 19 
January 1987 leaving a last will dated 22 October 
1986. That will provided for the appointment of the 
defendant as trustee, left tools to the deceased's brother 
Sor Low Chan, provided $15,000 to be divided equally 
between the three daughters of the deceased living at 
the date of death of the survivor of himself and his 
wife, and the residue to the Middlemarch Hospital 
Board, with a request that it be used for the purchase of 
equipment in the coronary care unit at the Middlemarch 
Hospital. Mr Chan was 64. He and the plaintiff in 
these proceedings, Eileen Chan, had married in the 
United Kingdom in 1943. At the time they were both 
in the Air Force. They returned to New Zealand to the 
Dunedin area where the deceased had come from. There 
were three children- Ting born in Aprill945, Lei born 
in December 1946 and Fai born in 1957. 

Figure 1. An example of a part of a transcription of a 
judge's report on the Family Law case. 

lwho is now seconded to be the NZ Law Commissioner. 
2names and places in the report are changed for obvious 
reasons. 

However, unlike the practice of other areas of law (such as 
Criminal Law), these records are not made widely available 
and as such went largely unnoticed by other judges. 
Consequently each judge deals with a new case with little 
hindsight from previous judges' decision. One reason for 
this might be because the factors influencing a judge's 
decision in each case are often unclear from the report 
itself, thus making the report less useful. The latter is not 
due to an omission on the part of the judges when 
reporting a case but rather that the Family Protection Act 
operates in an area of law in which there are no strict rules. 
The judges have to interpret each case according to their 
own perception of family values and how these should be 
translated into monetary terms. Such decisions are very 
difficult to make and quantified, and naturally change over 
time and place. 

By attempting to identify the influencing factors in each 
case manually, one could develop a case-based reasoning 
program [5]. But, such a program would be of limited use 
since, as we pointed out above, these factors and how they 
affect each case could change over time. Our problem is 
thus unlike a medical problem; we could retrieve a similar 
case (like some judges do remember some of them) but 
what conclusions one should draw from them remains a 
problem. This, together with our strong interests in 
working on more fundamental problems [12], leads us to 
work on a program which, simply put, could read and 
'understand' each case. Such a program could then be used 
to analyse a number of cases to identify the various factors 
affecting each case and how they relate to the judges' 
decision. This would allow one to understand how judges' 
perception of family values have changed over the years 
and how the· judgement itself has also changed. 
Highlighting the influencing factors in this way could in 
turn help judges to understand how a new case relates to 
old ones. Perhaps the program could also be used to predict 
judges' decision for new cases. 

The remainder of this paper describes our work done so far: 
from the development of a new cognitive theory of natural 
language understanding program called LINGUIST to the 
initial development of LAWYER, a text interpretation 
program for analysing text on family history, and other 
related programs. The description here is intended to be 
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brief and non-technical; technical reports of our work are 
currently in preparation (but see [13]). 

2 Natural Language Understanding 
At the heart of our problem is the design of an intelligent 
natural language understanding program. We note that the 
prevailing cognitive model for understanding natural 
language since the 1960's has been a syntax-semantic 
model for which AI researchers have provided various 
ingenious methods for its physical realization (for recent 
work, see [2,4]). 

However, we are dissatisfied with this basic model3 since 
its process structure is delimited by studying what 
language is rather than by considering what needs to be 
computed from the input and why. This is particularly 
worrying since implementations of this model offer little 
support for the theory. The initial syntactic model was 
inspired mainly by the success in designing compilers for 
artificial languages and the later incorporation of semantic 
knowledge is done with little or no underlying theory to 
support its use. Without investigating what possible 
intermediate steps are involved in the process, one fails to 
understand natural language. Thus, at best, in Marr's [3] 
words, current AI "theories" of natural language are a Type 
2 theory. That is, their result is merely in the form of a 
large program. 

We are keen to develop a more cognitively based model and 
the basic idea is to emphasise the use of semantic 
information at the word level. One major problem in 
developing a theory of natural language understanding 
based on semantics lies in not knowing how word 
meanings are combined to produce the final interpretation. 

Early AI attempts have focused on the use of word 
meanings; for example, representing them in such a way as 
to be able to determine what to expect from the input 
[8,10]. Consequently, the interpretation problem simply 
becomes a matching problem. This is unfortunate for two 
reasons. First, such complex use of word knowledge may 
be premature given that one has not yet perceived the 
whole sentence. Note that while we acknowledge that in 
some situations this is possible, we argue that the use of 
such knowledge should be to supplement the basic process 
rather than, as suggested by these researchers, replace it. 
Second, if the use of word knowledge is so fundamental to 

the process then it is important to know exactly how it 
should be represented. Most of the representations 
suggested (such as a script or a template) are overly 
simplistic. Not surprisingly, the success of these 
approaches is limited [9]. 

We developed a more basic algorithm, one which is based 
on the idea that the meanings of a word read are combined 
with the possible interpretations obtained so far. In other 
words, multiple interpretations are constantly being 
constructed as each word is read [13]. 

Figure 2 illustrates this basic idea using visual images to 
capture the interpretations of words. Note that we make no 
claim as to whether visual images are an essential part of 
our theory; it is still very much a part of our investigation 
as to what needs to be made explicit at the word level and 
how. Recently it was drawn to our attention Pustejovsky's 
work [6,7] on lexical knowledge representation and it looks 
promising. We will investigate that shortly. In the current 
implementation we use a simple frame-like representation 
for word meanings. 

An important step in our algorithm is how meanings of 
later words are combined with earlier ones. We introduce 
the idea of focus (or active) images, that is, those to which 
incoming images could be added. Every sentence has a 
theme which one could think of as the main image which 
is always active. We also assume that the most recent 
image added to it is also active. This then allows the main 
image to be composed of a hierarchy of images within 
which there is a path of active images leading to the most 
recently constructed image. Various rulings, syntactic, 
commonsense, or otherwise4, are used to decide where and 
how an incoming image is combined with these active 
images. The result is a set of images, each for a different 
interpretation of the sentence. Figure 3 shows an example 
of an output from LINGUIST displayed in a discourse 
window. Multiple interepretations produced are resolved at 
the next level, when more contextual information becomes 
available. 

LINGUIST is implemented in CLOS and currently 
consists of about 120 verbal image classes and 70 rulings. 
It accepts genitives, comparative clauses, infinitive 
clauses, imperatives, wh-clauses, parenthetic expressions, 
conjunctions and others. We have successfully tested the 
parsing of several ambiguous sentences. For more 
information, see [13]. 

Words Read 
so far: A man without one arm was runmng on water. 

Images 
Generated 
so far: 

Figure 2. Meanings of a sentence are actively constructed as each word is read from the sentence 

3which we also believe that the sentences in each case (see 
Figure 1) are difficult to parse using the traditional approach. 

4Many of the rulings currently implemented are syntax rules 
and we are currently investigating the use of other rulings. 
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' @I Discourse 

I [Acal Won! ImerpretaUon AnnolaliDn I 
'The man eating tiger growlS . I ll 
!. •' ["Sentence" 

I 
ts[ "Vocal-event :GROWLS" 

!iubject["Mammal:THE MAN-EATING TICER" 
characteristic[ "Act ion: EATING" 

I object [ ''Peroon:IWI'']]]]] 
2. 
{"Sentence" 

is [ "Vocal-event:GROWLS" 
subject [ u Person: THE MAN " 

restrict ("Action: EAIING" 
object["M.....al:TIGER"]) J J I -or · 

r 11 '! ! 
I Start 11 Word 11 Undo fl Cause I ~ I Restartll Visual l 

Figure 3. An example output from LINGUIST 

3 Text Interpretation 

More recently, we have begun to investigate how 
interpretations of single sentences provided by LINGUIST 
could be combined. We want to continue with our idea of 
manipulating word meanings as the primary basis for 
doing so. To illustrate, consider the following three 
sentences: 

John Picard died on the 1st of April. 
He made a will. 
He left tools to his brother. 

Interpretation of the first sentence is as follows: 

[~'Event: DIED"5 

[*Person 

subject["Person: JOHN PICARD"] 
when["Date: 1st of APRIL"] 

! 

:Id_Num person001 
:Name Gohn picard) 
*:Living (:status False :time (1st of april))] 

The interpretation process takes the output from 
LINGUIST and create instances of important artifacts or 
people. Note that we are interested in capturing the state of 
what has already happened but contrary to the expectation-
based approach, this is obtained not from filling in slots 
but from building up a picture of what was said. Thus, we 
created "John died" not because we expected that a person 
can die but because it was mentioned in the sentence itself. 
The '*' indicates that these instances are currently in focus 
and we will see how this is used later. Interpretation of the 
next sentence is as follows: 

["Action: MADE" 
subject["Personal-pro-form: HE"] 
object["Legal-act: A WILL"] 

5using a simplified output from LINGUIST. 

[*Person 

[*Will 

:Id_Num personOOl 
:Name Gohn picard) 
:Sex male 
:Living (:status false :time (1st of april)) 
*:Possess (will002)] 

:Id_Num legal-act002 
:Quantity 1] 
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We will not discuss how anaphoric resolution is achieved 
here but just to point out that it could be tricky, especially 
with sentences like the following which is not uncommon 
in these cases: 

"Somehow Edward was able to find his father's 
address in Thailand and he wrote to him, and his 
father responded and gave his consent and he 
came out to the wedding." 

After the interpretation of the second sentence, the focus is 
now on the word "will" rather than on the event "death". 
This has an interesting consequence for the interpretation 
of the third sentence as shown below: 

["Action: LEFT' 
subject["Personal-pro-form: HE"] 
object["Artifact: TOOLS"] 
beneficiary["Relative: BROTHER" 

HIS"]]] 

[*Person 

relati ve["Personal-possessive-pro-form: 

:Id_Num person001 
:Name Gohn picard) 
:Sex male 
:Living (:status false :time (1st of april)) 
*:Brother (person004) 
*:Possess (legal-act002)] 

[*Artifact 

[*Will 

[*Person 

:Id_Num artifact003 
:Name tool 
:Quantity some] 

:Id_Num legal-act002 
:Quantity 1 
:contend ((artifact003 -> person004))] 

:Id_Num person004 
:Brother (personOOl) 
:Sex male] 

LINGUIST identifies 'left' as a transfer event as opposed to 
a motion event and if one ignores what has been said 
earlier, one could have created a slot ":possess 
(artifact003)" in the representation for "brother". But, since 
the will is in focus and it is a description of what things 
should be transferred to whom, the interpretation of the 
third sentence goes into the will. 
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We are currently working on LAWYER to build up a 
picture of a family history by manipulating the word 
meanings and how they appear in the text. The usefulness 
of this approach will also be tested to see if one can 
resolve anaphoric references. 

4 Related Areas of Interests 
We will briefly mention here two related projects that have 
arisen from our work on LINGUIST. The first is to 
investigate how well our theory of natural language 
understanding works for other languages. Does it work for 
all languages? Is it a suitable framework for work on 
machine translation? Our initial work is to build a similar 
program for the Japanese language which we dubbed]-
LINGUIST. Figure 4 shows an example output. 

koroobauhit.a 
! l.Mxeae ko'rosu 
:fora affix:iul.ti.ve-dietal 
: te:Mo put 
'prodiSuhject-llarkor 

;.woxd WB. 
~~ : oubj -aarket 
; wbj ect (Petional-Pro-rona 

:word kar~ajO 
: qcnd.or ; joaei 
'pro 'llSI) 

: focua : coiipUaant 
:ca.pl.eacnt(Plu"ue-Particle-D 

:·wo:rd a 
: aade · co~e-c:ase-aarker 
:object(Penonal.-Pro-ron. 

:word ka:re 
: ~l':d.anni 

, IJSIIIJI 

Figure 4. Parsing a Japanese sentence 

The second is to investigate how we might be able to 
provide a visual description of the meaning of a sentence 
(for similar work in the literature, see [1]). Figure 5 shows 
our initial attempt to visualise the sentence "Roy is in the 
park". 

5 Concluding Remark 
When presented with the opportunity to study a problem in 
Family Law, we were motivated to develop a 
computational theory of natural language understanding6. 
Our initial development and testing of the theory looks 
promising and have also encouraged us to investigate other 
interesting problems. 

6Prior to this, we have been working on a computational 
theory of cognitive maps (see [11,14]). 

Yls•ellzatlon 

local 

Figure 5. Visualising "Roy is in the park" 
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